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echoes project

The Echoes Project helped senior citizens cope with feelings 
of loneliness through the supportive creation of photo albums, 
communication with family & friends, and the playing of online 
games. The system consisted of the TeleTable (pictured 
above) and Pitara, which work together to aid the seniors. The 
project was accepted to the SIG CHI Student Design Compe-
tition in Portland Oregon (April 2-7, 2005).  For more informa-
tion, see http://design.informatics.indiana.edu/echoes

November 2004 - April 2005



jMinder

jMinder is a web tool that can be used to send an email and/or 
text message on a future date.  The design was influenced by 
two observations.  First, people are apt to forget minor detail-
sthat are not worthy of entry in a calendar.  Also, people enjoy 
reading letters sent from an earlier date in history, as is done 
in many elementary school classes.  jMinder is a simple tool 
written in PHP.  Try it at http://josh.ev9.org/jminder.php

July 2005 - Current



project technophile

Project technophile was a four month study of people who 
love technology.  The project aimed to discover design 
concepts and strategies that would garner interests related to 
humanitarian aid.  User studies, ethnographic experiences, 
interviews, and other methods led to many design concepts.  
Work done here earned a “Design Exchange Excellence 
Award.”  For further information on the Design Exchange, see 
http://design.informatics.indiana.edu/wiki/

January - May 2005



betterPresenter

My current major project is a study of how people prepare for, 

carry out, and experience multimedia presentations.  It is my 

hypothesis that many audiences are bored by presentations 

carried out in PowerPoint and related software packages.  I 

am in the process of designing a concept system that will 

make it easier to convey information in engaging ways.  The 

picture above depicts a sketch of my design process.  For 

more information, see http://josh.ev9.org/capstone

August 2005 - Current



Josh Evnin
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Josh Evnin
Thank you for looking at my portfolio.  This is only a small 
sample of the work I have done.  For more information, please 
contact me:
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